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Abstract

This study presents new measurements of the concentrations and turnover rates of dimethyl sulfide

(DMS), dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in coastal waters near Palmer

Station, Antarctica, during the spring and summer of 2012–2013. Using several novel analytical and experi-

mental techniques, we document variability in DMS, DMSP, and DMSO (DMS/P/O) concentrations and quan-

tify dominant production and removal terms in the mixed layer DMS budget. Our results demonstrate

considerable seasonal variability in the concentration of DMS (range 0–20 nM), total DMSP (8–160 nM), and

total DMSO (4–160 nM). Over the seasonal cycle, dissolved DMSP concentrations were well correlated with

total DMSP concentrations and the abundance of Phaeocystis antarctica, while DMSO concentrations (total

and dissolved) were well correlated with DMS concentrations. DMSP cleavage from the dissolved pool (mean

rate 5 5.5 nM d21) and release from microzooplankton grazing (mean 5.6 nM d21) were the dominant sour-

ces of DMS, with smaller DMS production rates associated with DMSO reduction from the dissolved pool

(mean 2.6 nM d21) and krill grazing (mean 0.82 nM d21). Specific rate constants for DMSP cleavage were

inversely related to net primary production. Bacterial uptake was a primary contributor to DMS removal

(mean 212 nM d21), and we observed a significant correlation between bacterial production and gross DMS

loss rate constants. Estimated sea-air flux and photo-oxidation constituted secondary DMS sinks. Our experi-

mental and analytical methods provide insight into the DMS/P/O cycle at Palmer Station, and a starting

point for future studies examining inter-annual DMS/P/O variability in coastal Antarctic waters.

The trace gas dimethyl sulfide (DMS) is the main source

of natural, non-sea-salt sulfate to the atmosphere (Bates

et al. 1992; Gondwe et al. 2003), a key player in the global

sulfur cycle and atmospheric radiative balance (Lovelock

et al.1972; Charlson et al. 1987; Mahajan et al. 2015), and

an important compound for the metabolism of several

marine trophic groups. The gas is largely derived from the

algal metabolite dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP), which

serves a number of physiological functions, including poten-

tial roles as an osmolyte (Dickson and Kirst 1987),

cryoprotectant (Kirst et al. 1991), and anti-oxidant (Sunda

et al. 2002). Particulate DMSP (DMSPp) in phytoplankton is

released into the dissolved pool (DMSPd) through phyto-

plankton mortality and exudation (Laroche et al. 1999), and

actively taken up by microorganisms (Kiene and Linn 2000;

Vila-Costa et al. 2006a, 2008; Spielmeyer et al. 2011) and

higher trophic levels (Levasseur et al. 1994; Kwint and

Kramer 1996; Curson et al. 2009). The uptake and assimila-

tion of DMSPd can satisfy the energy, carbon and sulfur

demands of entire marine bacterial communities (Kiene and

Linn 2000), and this compound also serves as a chemo-

attractant for a wide array of microorganisms (Seymour et al.

2010). By comparison with DMS and DMSP, the physiological

and ecological function of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) remains

less well studied. This compound is a main product of biolog-

ical and photochemical DMS oxidation, and is ubiquitous in

surface ocean waters. It has been suggested to function as an
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intracellular cryoprotectant and anti-oxidant (Hatton et al.

2005).

A primary focus of DMS, DMSP, and DMSO (DMS/P/O)

research is to understand the spatial and temporal variability

of these compounds in oceanic waters, and quantify the

underlying production and consumption processes. Rapid

biological production and consumption of DMS/P/O has

been documented in many marine environments, yielding

short (i.e.,<1–5 d) turnover times, and significant small-

scale spatial and temporal variability in concentrations. In

the surface ocean, DMS is produced through the cleavage of

DMSPd by phytoplankton and bacteria (Kiene and Linn

2000; Luce et al. 2011), and the intra-cellular cleavage of

phytoplankton particulate DMSP (DMSPp) catalyzed by the

enzyme DMSP lyase. DMS may also be produced through the

photochemical and biological reduction of DMSO to DMS

(Fuse et al. 1995; Spiese et al. 2009; Asher et al. 2011), or

released to the water column during zooplankton grazing

(Dacey and Wakeham 1986; Archer et al. 2001, 2003; Salo

et al. 2010). The removal of DMS and DMSP occurs via bac-

terial consumption (Wolfe et al. 1999; Vila-Costa et al.

2006b; Del Valle et al. 2007, 2009) and, in the case of DMS,

sea-air flux and photochemical oxidation to DMSO or other

products such as sulfate or dimethyl sulfone (Kieber et al.

1996; Del Valle 2009). In addition, dilution of these com-

pounds in the surface ocean occurs through lateral advection

and vertical mixing (Le Clainche et al. 2006).

Whereas many of the physical processes influencing DMS/

P/O concentrations in seawater can be quantified from envi-

ronmental variables (e.g., density gradients, wind speeds, and

surface irradiance) and well represented in ocean models, bio-

logical cycling processes have proven difficult to quantify

directly and to parameterize mechanistically. Over the past

decade, however, the development of new experimental

approaches has improved the quantification of several biologi-

cal production/consumption processes in the oceanic DMS/P/O

cycle. For instance, rates of DMSP synthesis have been quanti-

fied through the incorporation of 13C into DMSP (Stefels et al.

2009), and radioactively labeled DMS/P has proven to be an

invaluable tool for quantifying DMS/P biological consump-

tion rates and production yields (i.e., net DMS yield from

DMSP-consumption; Kiene and Linn 2000; Zubkov et al. 2002;

Toole et al. 2004; Merzouk et al. 2006; Vila-Costa et al. 2006b;

Del Valle et al. 2007, 2009; Lizotte et al. 2009; Luce et al.

2011). More recently, a new stable isotope tracer method has

been developed to simultaneously track the production and

consumption of various compounds in the sulfur cycle, and

this method has revealed rapid turnover of DMS/P/O in Ant-

arctic sea-ice (Asher et al. 2011). To date, these new experi-

mental approaches have only been applied in a handful of

oceanic environments.

The Southern Ocean contains the world’s highest marine

surface water DMS concentrations and contributes signifi-

cantly to global oceanic DMS sea-air flux (Lana et al. 2011;

Jarn�ıkov�a and Tortell 2016). Strong seasonal cycles in sea-ice

cover, solar irradiance, wind-speed, and mixed layer depth

result in highly dynamic biological production (Arrigo et al.

2008), which drives strong variability in surface DMS/P/O

concentrations (DiTullio et al. 2000; Kiene et al. 2007; Tor-

tell and Long 2009; Tortell et al. 2011). Disentangling spatial

gradients from temporal variability in such dynamic systems

is challenging using ship-based surveys at discrete hydro-

graphic sampling stations. To address this problem, several

Lagrangian studies have been conducted in the Southern

Ocean (Boyd et al. 2000; Wingenter et al. 2004; Yang et al.

2013), tracking individual water masses to isolate temporal

variability from the underlying spatial heterogeneity. These

studies have demonstrated a strong (often dominant)

imprint of biological production and consumption on DMS

cycling, and have examined the response of DMS and DMSP

concentrations to large-scale Fe manipulations.

A deeper understanding of the seasonal dynamics of South-

ern Ocean DMS requires observations on time-scales that are

beyond the scope of ship-based programs. Fortunately, there

are several well-equipped Antarctic research stations with

access to coastal seawater. The Palmer Station Long Term Eco-

logical Research Site (PAL-LTER) is located on the northwest

coast of the Antarctic Peninsula. For over two decades, the

PAL-LTER program has documented the seasonal and inter-

annual variability of microbial populations and productivity

(http://pal.lternet.edu), demonstrating strong changes in

microbial processes both within and between years, as well as

long-term ecological changes along the Western Antarctic

Peninsula (WAP) associated with rapid regional warming

(Stammerjohn et al. 2008). The extent to which these shifts in

the marine food web influence the biogeochemical cycling of

trace gasses such as DMS has not been extensively studied.

Thus far, two dedicated DMS research programs have

been conducted at Palmer Station. Berresheim et al. (1998)

focused on quantifying the seasonal cycle of atmospheric

DMS concentrations, and reported a close relationship

between atmospheric and sea surface DMS levels. In a subse-

quent study, a group of international investigators examined

the seasonal and depth-dependent variability in DMS con-

centrations and loss pathways for DMS/P during austral

spring and summer at two stations on the Palmer Station

LTER grid. Results from this field program (Hermann et al.

2012) showed that DMS concentrations tracked phytoplank-

ton biomass, exhibited considerable seasonal variability and

reached values as high as �20 nM. During the study period,

microbial consumption dominated DMS removal, with

smaller DMS losses attributed to photochemical oxidation,

sea-air flux, vertical mixing and entrainment. Based on an

analysis using a one-dimensional ocean model, combined

with semi-weekly in situ DMS concentration and consump-

tion measurements, Hermann et al. (2012) derived an aver-

age gross DMS production rate of 3.1 6 0.6 nM d21. This

work provided important new insight into the seasonal
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dynamics of DMS in coastal WAP waters, but it did not

assess the relative importance of various processes driving

the biological production of DMS (e.g., grazing, DMSPd

cleavage, DMSOd reduction), or the decoupling of DMS pro-

duction and loss rate constants.

Building on the studies discussed above, we present new

results from a recent field program at Palmer Station, aimed

at documenting temporal variability in surface seawater

DMS/P/O concentrations and turnover rates during the

spring and summer phytoplankton growth season. We col-

lected samples for DMS/P/O analysis in conjunction with the

semi-weekly Palmer-LTER sampling program, and made addi-

tional high temporal resolution measurements of DMS. To

quantify the production and consumption of DMS through

various biotic and abiotic pathways, we used gross DMS pro-

duction assays with competitive inhibitors, and recently

developed stable isotope tracer assays (Asher et al. 2011). We

also conducted experiments to examine the influence of

microzooplankton and krill grazing on DMS production. We

use our results to document short-term and seasonal patterns

in DMS/P/O cycling in coastal Antarctic waters, and to sug-

gest priorities for future studies.

Methods

Sampling overview

We conducted a field campaign between October 2012

and March 2013 at Palmer Station. Discrete semi-weekly

samples were collected from Station B of the LTER sam-

pling grid (64.78 S 64.07 W), which is situated off of Bona-

parte Point adjacent to a deep trough (Fig. 1). The discrete

samples were collected to measure the seasonal evolution

of DMS/P/O concentrations in coastal WAP waters, and to

conduct process studies examining the underlying produc-

tion and consumption rates through various pathways.

The semi-weekly concentration samples were supple-

mented with continuous automated analysis of DMS from

the station’s unfiltered seawater pump supply (SWP) locat-

ed in Arthur Harbor (Fig. 1). Discrete DMS/P/O samples

were analyzed using a sulfur chemiluminescence detector

(SCD), while continuous DMS measurements were made by

membrane inlet mass spectrometry (MIMS; Tortell 2005).

The analytical methods for these sulfur concentration

measurements and the ancillary measurements are

described in detail in the Supporting Information. Below,

we describe our sampling methodology, data processing

and analysis of novel stable isotope and grazing rate

measurements.

Process studies and rate experiments

A variety of experimental studies were conducted to quan-

tify rates of key DMS/P/O production and consumption pro-

cesses over the seasonal cycle. For all rate experiments,

seawater was collected from station B (see Fig. 1) into a 10%

HCl rinsed 20 L carboy. We conducted four types of rate

Fig. 1. A map of the study area, showing bathymetry (on color scale) and the location of the seawater pump intake (SWP) from which seawater was
continuously sampled, and station B (Stn B), where discrete bottle samples were obtained.
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experiments: (1) gross DMS production (GP) experiments,

(2) stable-isotope tracer experiments, (3) dilution microzoo-

plankton grazing experiments, and (4) krill grazing

experiments.

Competitive inhibitor (CI) gross DMS production

experiments

In gross production experiments, we measured the net

change in DMS or DMSP concentrations in the presence of

competitive inhibitors blocking the uptake of these com-

pounds. For gross DMS production experiments, we used sta-

ble isotope labeled D-6 DMS (CDN isotopes D-1509) to

inhibit the consumption of DMS. D-6 DMS has all six hydro-

gen atoms on the two CH3 groups replaced with dueterium,

and we have found that kinetic isotope effects, based on dis-

crimination against D-6 DMS over naturally occurring DMS,

are too small to detect using PT-CIMS (Asher et al. unpubl.

data). The deuterium-labeled DMS can thus be used as a

competitive analog of naturally occurring DMS, blocking

uptake of unlabeled DMS. In our experiments, we used addi-

tions 1.5 lM D-6 DMS to competitively inhibit DMS uptake,

such that measured changes in DMS concentrations reflected

gross DMS production. To quantify gross DMSP production

rates, we used 1.7 lM Glycine Betaine to competively block

DMSPd uptake (Kiene and Gerard 1995). Natural seawater

samples without any inhibitor additions were used as control

replicates for these experiments, in which net changes in

DMS and DMSP were measured.

After adding competitive inhibitors of DMS or DMSP

uptake to samples, incubation bags were mixed by inverting

10 times. Subsamples were collected using a 60 mL luerlok

BD syringe through a Teflon bag port equipped with luerlok

fittings. The UV transparent bags were immediately trans-

ferred to an outdoor incubator maintained close to ambient

sea surface temperature by a continuous flow of surface sea-

water. The bags were covered with one or two layers of neu-

tral density coarse mesh screening, which reduced light

levels to �50% of sea surface values, without influencing the

spectral quality of irradiance (neutral density screening is

transparent to all wavelengths, including UV and uniformly

reduces the light intensity across all wavelengths). Over the

course of �6 h, subsamples were filtered every �1.5 h

through an acrodisc GF/F filters (nominal pore size �0.7 lm)

into a 50 mL pre-cleaned (soaked in 10% HCl) glass serum bot-

tles. Filtered samples were analyzed, as described below, using

a purge and trap capillary inlet mass spectrometer (PT-CIMS).

The purge and trap capillary inlet mass spectrometry (PT-

CIMS) used in this study has been described by Asher et al.

(2011). Briefly, this analytical system couples a custom-built

purge and trap gas extraction system with gas chromato-

graphic separation of various sulfur compounds and detec-

tion using Hiden Analytical quadrupole mass spectrometer.

Table 1. Equations for the derivation of various rates described in the methods. In these equations, k is a rate constant (d21), t is
for time, the subscript t is for an individual time-point measurement, the subscript 0 is for the initial measurement at T0, and the sub-
script corr denotes a signal corrected for background interferences.

1. natural DMS5m62 DMS20:01 � m68 DMS

2. ln
DMSunlabeled½ �t
DMSunlabeled½ �0

5kdms productiont

3. ln
DMSPunlabeled½ �t
DMSPunlabeled½ �0

5kdmsp production
t

4. ln
D23 DMS½ �t
D23 DMS½ �0

52kdms const

5. C132DMS½ �5 DMS64½ �20:3 DMS65½ �20:043 DMS62½ �

6. C132DMS½ � corr 5 C132DMS½ �1 C132DMS½ �0
e2kDMS cons t

7. ln
C1322DMS½ �t corr

C1322DMS½ �0 corr

5KDMSO reductiont

8. D26 DMS½ �corr 5 D26 DMS½ �1 D26 DMS½ �0
e2kDMS const

9. 6: ln
D26 DMS½ �t corr

D26 DMS0½ � 5K cleav t

10. DMSmicrozoo prod5DMSprod fract� DMSPp graz� DMSPp

� �

11. DMSkrill prod WAP5DMSnM d21� Krillind m22� 1m3 X 50L

1000 L X Depth mð Þ X Krill indð Þ

12.
Net DMS Prod5DMSmicrozoo prod1DMSkrill prod WAP1DMSDMSP Cleav

1DMSDMSO Red 2DMSgross cons2DMSflux
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Our PT-CIMS has a detection limit of �0.1 nM DMS in

50 mL samples, and enables us to discriminate the isotopi-

cally labeled D-6 DMS competitive inhibitor (m/z 68) from

natural (unlabeled) DMS (m/z 62). In our experiments, we

used 50 mL subsamples from control and experimental bags

(i.e., with and without isotopically labeled D6-DMS), and fol-

lowed the time-course of m/z 62 and 68 over �6 h.

In our DMS GP experiments, where D6-DMS is added

at>200 times the concentration of natural DMS, a small sec-

ondary source of m/z 62 DMS results from ion source frag-

mentation of the added competitive inhibitor. We thus

corrected the measured m/z 62 DMS signal for one percent

mass fragmentation from the D6-DMS (http://webbook.nist.

gov/; Table 1, Eq. 1). Note that this fragmentation process is

a characteristic of the mass spectrometer ion source and is

expected to remain constant as long as ionization conditions

(e.g., electron energy) remain constant. We calculated the

gross and net DMS production rate in GP experiments from

the slope of the natural logarithm of unlabeled DMS concen-

trations over time (Table 1, Eqs. 2, 3), using a linear regres-

sion of the concentrations during the first three time points.

In two (out of ten) experiments, when regressions had

r2<0.5, or the experiment had gross DMS production less

than net DMS production, the data were excluded from fur-

ther analysis. Gross DMS production was determined from

the rate of change of these compounds in samples amended

with competitive inhibitors of DMS uptake. Net DMS pro-

duction was determined from the rate of change of DMS in

control samples with no added inhibitors. Inferred DMS con-

sumption was calculated from the difference of the gross

and net production rates. Measured rate constants of DMS

production and consumption were multiplied by the respec-

tive DMS concentrations measured in the starting incubation

water to yield estimated in situ rates of DMS production and

consumption (nM d21) during the time of our sampling.

One potential caveat of the gross production experiments

is the need to add high concentrations of analog substrates.

Although dueterated DMS is not harmful to microorganisms,

the addition of excess concentrations of DMS could poten-

tially alter the metabolic behavior of bacteria, zooplankton,

and possibly phytoplankton. However, the good agreement

between results obtained in competitive inhibitor experi-

ments and tracer studies on 17th Dec 2012 and 15th Feb

2013 and in previous work (Asher et al. unpubl.), where

background DMS/P concentrations were not strongly per-

turbed, suggests that our short-term gross production esti-

mates are reasonable approximations of in situ values.

Stable isotope labeling experiments

Isotope tracer experiments were used to quantify specific

DMS production pathways (DMSP cleavage and DMSO

reduction) and to measure rates of gross DMS loss. For these

experiments, we amended three replicate bags with near

tracer level (i.e.,<�20% of ambient) additions of D-3 DMS

(i.e., all three H atoms of one CH3 group replaced by deuteri-

um), D-6 deuterated DMSP, and C-13 labeled DMSO

to achieve final concentrations of �0.7 nM,�0.5 nM,

and�0.7 nM. Given the analytical capabilities of our quad-

rupole mass spectrometer (detection limit of �0.1 nM DMS),

we were unable to quantify DMS production and consump-

tion using true tracer level additions of (< 10% ambient con-

centrations) in environments with ambient DMS/P/O

concentrations in the low nM concentration range. As a

result, the rates derived using this stable isotope tracer meth-

od may represent upper bounds on DMS production and

consumption rates in these environments. The derived rates

do, however, provide useful information on the relative rates

of DMS production from DMSPd and DMSOd and the bal-

ance DMS production and gross DMS loss. The rate of

change in labeled DMS (either D3, D6, or 13C2) was mea-

sured over 4 time points using PT-CIMS. After DMS sparging,

replicate subsamples from time points t0 and t4 were treated

with 6 mL of 10N NaOH or 6 mL TiCl3 to measure (via PT-

CIMS) the concentrations of both labeled and natural DMSO

and DMSP, respectively.

A number of steps were required to obtain rate estimates

from the raw data obtained in tracer experiments. The equa-

tions used for these calculations are summarized in Table 1.

We calculated gross DMS loss rate constant from D-3 DMS

disappearance, while the rate of DMSPd cleavage and DMSOd

reduction were derived from the rate constant of formation

of D-6 and C-13 labeled DMS, respectively (m/z 68 and m/z

64). The loss rate of D-3 DMS provides an estimate for gross

DMS removal, since there is no natural formation process for

this labeled species. To calculate the gross DMS loss rate con-

stant, we used a pseudo first-order equation (Table 1, Eq. 4),

where kdms_cons is the observed rate constant, t is time, and

[D-3 DMS] is the concentration of the added tracer. As the

tracer experiments were conducted in UV transparent bags

under natural light, kdms_cons represents DMS removal from

both photo-oxidation and biological DMS consumption.

In our experimental system, there are two other sources

of DMS with a charge to mass ratio of 64, in addition to that

produced from 13C-labeled DMSO. The first is attributable to

the background pool of S34-containing DMS. Based on the

natural abundance of S34, we assume that m/z 64 DMS repre-

sents 4.3% of unlabeled DMS pool. The second source of m/z

64 DMS results from ion source fragmentation of m/z 65

DMS from the added D3-DMS tracer. Under the ionization

conditions used in our mass spectrometer (electron impact

ion source with 70 eV ionization energy), the m/z 64 DMS

represents a constant background of �30% of the m/z 65

pool (http://webbook.nist.gov/). We thus corrected the

apparent DMS m/z 64 in our experiments for these two

source terms (Table 1, Eq. 5), to calculate the concentration

of DMS derived specifically from the reduction of 13C-

labeled DMSO. To derive gross rates of DMSO reduction, we

took into account the loss rate of 13C2 labeled DMS, using
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the DMS consumption rate constant measured with the D-3

DMS tracer (Table 1, Eq. 6). Gross DMSOd reduction rate

constants were then computed from the slope of the natural

logarithm of corrected m/z 64 DMS against time (Table 1,

Eq. 7).

The D6-DMS derived from the cleavage of D-6 DMSPd has

a m/z ratio of 68. To the best of our knowledge, D-6 DMS is

the only compound with this m/z ratio and gas chromato-

graph retention time in our experimental system, so DMS68

was not corrected for any background signals. The appear-

ance of D-6 DMS over time in our experiments represents

DMSPd cleavage exclusively. D6-DMS is consumed during

these experiments and must be corrected for gross DMS loss

as described above (Table 1, Eq. 8). We used the slope of

the log-transformed corrected D-6 DMS concentrations over

time to calculate the DMSPd cleavage rate constant (Table 1,

Eq. 9).

For all tracer measurements, we assumed initial DMS con-

centrations of 0.1 nM in cases where the actual values were

below our detection limit (e.g., early in the spring season).

This assumption was necessary in 8% of (5 out of 60) t0
measurements, and has only a minor effect on our results.

For example, if the actual t0 concentrations were 10-fold

lower than the �0.1 nM detection limit (i.e.,�0.01 nM),

derived rate constants (d21) would be between 3% and 20%

higher. As with CI experiments, DMS production rates from

tracer studies were determined using a linear regression of

log-transformed concentrations against time during the first

three time points, and measured rate constants were multi-

plied by the average DMS/O/P concentration at t0 to esti-

mate in situ rates (nM d21).

Microzooplankton dilution experiments

We conducted five dilution experiments between Decem-

ber and February, following the method of Landry and Has-

set (1982) and Landry et al. (1995), with a few

modifications as suggested by Salo et al. (2010). Seawater

was sampled from 10 m depth at dusk from Station B using

Niskin bottles and immediately returned to the laboratory

for subsequent processing in the 48C acid-cleaned cold

room. A portion of the collected water was filtered as slowly

as possible through a 0.1 lm cartridge using acid-clean sili-

cone tubing to minimize the release of DMSP and DMS dur-

ing the filtration step (see below for details), and added in

varying amounts to 1 L acid–cleaned (soaked overnight in

10% HCl) polycarbonate bottles. The residual volume of the

1 L bottles was filled with the unfiltered seawater collected

from Station B, yielding duplicate bottles containing 100%,

75%, 50%, and 25% unfiltered water without any head-

space. These replicates were spiked with nutrient additions

(10 lM nitrate and 0.6 lM phosphate). To measure the

background production rate of chlorophyll a (Chl a) and

DMSP, one additional pair of bottles was filled only with

unfiltered water without added nutrients. All of the bottles

were placed upright in an outdoor incubator with two

layers of neutral density coarse mesh screening and flowing

surface seawater.

A potential caveat of DMS production estimates in dilu-

tion experiments is the potential release of DMSPd and DMS

during the filtration step (Salo et al. 2010). We measured a

maximum difference of 15% between DMSPd and DMS levels

in the bulk filtrate and in unfiltered seawater. For example,

on 9 Feb during a small phaeocystis bloom, we measured

2.4 nM and 2.7 nM of DMSPd and 8.7 nM and 9.6 nM of

DMS in the unfiltered and filtered seawater, respectively.

We thus conclude that filtration artifacts did not likely intro-

duce significant changes in sulfur concentrations in our

experiments.

Initial t0 levels of Chl a, bacterial abundance, and sulfur

compounds in dilution water were sampled at the start of

incubations, using pre-cleaned syringes and Teflon tubing.

Chl a concentrations were measured using fluorometric anal-

ysis on 200 mL GF/F filtered samples, and bacterial abun-

dance was measured using flow cytometric analysis (see

ancillary measurements in the Supporting Information for

details). The t0 values for Chl a, DMS, DMSPt, and DMSPd in

each experimental bottle were computed from the dilution

fraction and the t0 values in the bulk filtered and unfiltered

samples. After 24 h, duplicate bottles were removed from the

incubator and sampled for Chl a, bacterial abundance,

DMSPt, DMSPd, DMSO, and DMS (t24). The Chl a-based spe-

cific growth rate in each bottle (kChl a) was calculated as the

natural logarithm of Chl at24/Chl at0, while the grazing rate

(Chl agraz) was calculated from a Type I linear regression of

kChla against the dilution fraction (Landry and Hasset 1982;

Landry et al. 1995). The DMSP removal rate due to grazing

(DMSPgraz) was calculated using a Type I regression of the

natural logarithm of DMSPp_t24/DMSPp_t0 against the dilution

fraction (Salo et al. 2010). We calculated the fraction of DMS

produced due to DMSP grazing (DMSprod_fract) using a Type II

linear regression of the change in DMS concentrations over

24 h (DMST24–DMST0) against the quantity of DMSP

removed during the experiment (DMSPt-t24–DMSPt-t0). This

approach differs from Salo et al. (2010), who used an expo-

nential equation to calculate the net change in DMSP over

the 24-h period. We believe that our approach is justified

because the model of Salo et al. (2010) assumes that DMSPp

is directly correlated to the phytoplankton growth rate

(which it is often not). Our simplified approach does not

make this assumption. Finally, we calculated the rate of DMS

production attributable to micrograzing by multiplying

DMSprod_ fract by DMSPgraz.

To minimize sample perturbations, we did not add stable

isotope tracers to the microzooplankton dilution experiment

bottles. Tracer additions in these experiments would have

enabled us to quantify changes in DMSP cleavage or gross

DMS loss rates across the dilution gradient, examining

potential density-dependent artifacts. In the absence of
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direct measurements, we (and others—Salo et al. 2010)

assume that such density dependence does not have a signif-

icant influence on our results. Given the similar levels of

DMS and DMSPd concentrations across the dilution treat-

ments, we expect cell-specific bacterial DMS production and

consumption rates in these experiments to have remained

similar across treatments. As such, the total (i.e., volumetric)

rates of bacterial DMSPd consumption should scale linearly

with the dilution factor, in a manner analogous to grazing

rates.

Data obtained from individual micro-grazing experiments

were used to derive an estimate of water column DMS pro-

duction (nM d21). This estimate was calculated as a product

of the rate of DMS production due to grazing (DMSprod), the

DMSP removal rate due to grazing (DMSPgraz) and the in situ

DMSPp concentrations (Table 1, Eq. 10) at Station B. For this

analysis, we excluded results from 1 (out of 6) grazing exper-

iment, where Chl a concentrations did not show a linear

dependence (r2>0.5) on the dilution fraction.

Krill grazing experiments

In late February, we conducted three measurements of

krill grazing rates during a period of high E. superba abun-

dance in the waters around Palmer Station. Experiments

were conducted over a 12-h period using Station B water

dispensed into six 50 L carboys. The carboys were filled at

local dusk with water from below the mixed layer (�20 m

depth) using a Monsoon pump. We spiked the carboys with

1 L of tracer spike solution containing 1 L of seawater from

�20 m depth collected when the carboys were filled, D-3

DMS, and D-6 DMSP to obtain final concentrations of

1.42 nM D-3 DMS and 1.33 nM D-6 DMSP. Carboys were

then transported back to Palmer Station for further process-

ing. On station, the carboys were sampled for initial (t0)

measurements of Chl a, DMS/Pd and DMSPt in 50 mL sub-

samples sampled using syringes and clean teflon tubing.

Isotopically labeled DMS was analyzed via PT-CIMS (as

described above), and samples were then treated with 10 N

NaOH and left for �12 h prior to DMSP analysis (PT-CIMS).

Fig. 2. Time-series of (a) mixed layer depth (MLD; derived from a density difference criterion, Drt, of 0.125 kg m23), and daily averaged photosyn-
thetically active irradiance (PAR), (b) depth-integrated Chl a and nitrate concentrations, (c) relative abundance of diatoms, Phaeocystis and chloro-
phytes at 10 m depth, (d) bacterial production and krill abundance. Surface ocean measurements were derived from �semi-weekly sampling at

Station B, as described in the methods.
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After these t0 measurements, we added 10 juvenile krill to

three of the six carboys to study the impact of krill on

DMSPp grazing, net DMS production, rates of DMSPd cleav-

age, and rates of DMS consumption. The other three car-

boys served as experimental controls. Krill added to the

carboys were obtained from net tows (700 lm mesh diame-

ter) deployed from a zodiac equipped to locate krill using

acoustic measurements. Carboys were capped, sealed with

parafilm and moved to the outdoor flow-through incubator,

where they were slowly rotated every 3 h to prevent the

phytoplankton from settling to the bottom. After 24 h, the

carboys were removed and sampled a second time for

Chl a, DMS, and DMSP.

We calculated the net change in DMS, DMSPp/d and Chl a

over the course of the krill grazing experiments. Error esti-

mates for each rate measurement were calculated as the stan-

dard error of triplicate rates (DMS/P or Chl a d21). Mean

DMS production in these experiments was normalized to the

abundance of krill in our experiments (10 krill in a 50 L

carboy 5 0.2 krill L21). These krill-specific DMS production

rates were then used to derive an estimate of the depth inte-

grated in situ DMS production from krill grazing (Table 1,

Eq. 11). For this computation, krill-specific DMS production

rates were multiplied by the krill densities (ind. m23) derived

from acoustic measurements (ind. m22; Kim Bernard pers.

comm.) and the mean bathymetric depth of our study area

(�88 m; Fig. 1). This estimate assumes a uniform DMSP con-

centration in the mixed layer (derived from measurements at

one depth) and little or no DMSP below the mixed layer.

The assumption could lead to an underestimate of DMS pro-

duction from Krill grazing, particularly in late February and

March when a deep Phaeocystis bloom was observed below

the mixed layer. Indeed, results from one depth profile in

late January revealed substantial accumulations of DMSPt

below the mixed layer (�55 nM) that support this interpreta-

tion (data not shown). Sub-mixed layer accumulation of

DMSP would lead to an underestimate in our estimates of

DMS production from krill grazing.

Fig. 3. Time course of sampling activities and DMS/P/O concentrations at Palmer Station. Panel (a) shows the sampling dates for various processes
studies and rate measurements. Panel (b) shows DMS concentration measurements from continuous MIMS analysis of the seawater supply, and dis-
crete measurements at station B (10 m depth). Panels (c) and (d), show semi-weekly DMSP and DMSO total and dissolved concentrations at station B

(10 m depth). Note that axes for total and dissolved DMSP in panel c have different scales.
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Inferring total DMS production/consumption terms

We estimated semi-weekly values for total DMS produc-

tion and consumption rates using our rate measurements

and computed sea-air fluxes (Table 1, Eq. 12). The following

specific rates were included in the total DMS production

term: (1) DMSPd cleavage, (2) DMSOd reduction, (3) DMS

production due to microzooplankton, and (4) DMS produc-

tion due to krill grazing. The DMS loss term was comprised

of gross DMS loss from both biological and photo-chemical

processes. DMS removal from sea-air flux was also included

(see Supporting Information for details of the calculations).

Dissolved DMS loss rates were derived from gross DMS loss

measured in tracer experiments and inferred gross DMS loss

in CI experiments. We calculated the uncertainty for each

term from the standard error of the derived rate constants

and concentration measurements. Where necessary (i.e.,

DMS production/consumption rates), uncertainty was propa-

gated using a Taylor Series expansion.

Results

Surface water hydrography and plankton biomass

Our field campaign captured a significant portion the sea-

sonal cycle (late spring, summer, and early fall) at Palmer

Station in 2012/2013 (Fig. 2). By 16 Nov 2012, sea ice had

retreated, exposing surface waters to increased gas exchange.

Over the course of the seasonal cycle, the mixed layer

shoaled from �20 m to �8 m (Fig. 2a), while average daily

surface PAR levels increased to �600 lE m22 s21, resulting in

a significantly increased mixed layer mean irradiance.

In late November, we observed a massive diatom-

dominated phytoplankton bloom that achieved peak Chl a

levels in excess of 600 mg m22 (26 lg L21), and coincided

with the drawdown of �30 lM nitrate in surface waters (Fig.

2b,c). This spring bloom crashed within 2 weeks, and nitrate

levels were restored to 20 lM (Fig. 2b), likely due to the

advection of surface waters offshore and vertical entrainment

of Upper Circumpolar Deep Water, as discussed by Tortell

et al. (2014). Following the initial diatom bloom, relatively

low phytoplankton biomass persisted for 2 months (Fig. 2b),

with the assemblages containing a mixture of chlorophytes,

diatoms and Phaeocystis (Fig. 2c). Given elevated macronutri-

ent concentrations and high photosynthetic efficiency during

this period (as measured by variable Chl a fluorescence, Fv/

Fm; Tortell et al. 2014), we presume that top-down controls

were responsible for this period of low phytoplankton bio-

mass following mid-December. In February, a second, smaller

phytoplankton bloom developed (Fig. 2b), which was com-

prised of a mixture of diatoms and Phaeocystis (Fig. 2c). CTD-

based Chl a fluorescence data suggested that this latter bloom

was largely located below the mixed layer (Tortell et al. 2014).

Krill biomass fluctuated significantly during our sampling

period, with sporadic increases of E. superba observed at vari-

ous times between December and February, reflecting patchy

distributions over short time and space scales (Fig. 2d). High

rates of bacterial production (measured as the incorporation

of 3H-Leucine; Simon and Azam 1989; Smith and Azam 1992;

Goldman et al. 2015) were observed directly following the

crash of the spring bloom (Fig. 2d), with smaller periodic

increases observed through mid-February.

DMS/P/O concentrations

DMS concentrations, measured semi-weekly at Station B,

fluctuated throughout the seasonal cycle, with an overall

mean of 4.7 6 4.6 nM, and a range from<0.1 nM (detection

limit) to 19 nM (Fig. 3b). The largest, albeit short-lived, DMS

peak also occurred early-December, and may have coincided

with the peak in Chl a concentrations (unfortunately we lack

DMS/P/O measurements on the date of the Chl a maximum).

In general, high frequency MIMS DMS measurements from

the SWP showed good coherence with DMS measurements

Station B for the period of overlap, with a maximum offset of

2 nM between the two data sets. The MIMS data also provide

additional, high frequency DMS observations (see below)

through to the end of our sampling period after discrete

measurements had stopped. The MIMS data suggest that sur-

face DMS concentrations continued to climb throughout Feb-

ruary (after semi-weekly measurements had ceased), with a

decreasing trend by early March. DMS concentrations mea-

sured at Station B were weakly (though statistically signifi-

cantly) correlated with the mixed layer depth (r 5 20.43,

p<0.05; Table 2). In contrast, DMS concentrations at Station

B did not show any significant correlations with Chl a, the

abundance of Phaeocystis, PAR, or UV (Table 2).

DMSPt concentrations at Station B did not exceed �60 nM

for the majority of the season (mean 49.3 6 43.4; Fig. 3c),

although very high concentrations (�150 nM) were observed

during the final two sampling points in late February (Fig.

3c). Measurements were not obtained after this time due to

instrument problems. DMSPt concentrations were closely cou-

pled to the abundance of Phaeocystis (r 5 0.85, p<0.001; Table

2). DMSPd remained<2 nM during the early part of our sam-

pling (until December), after which concentrations began to

Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients between DMS/P/O
concentrations at Station B and ancillary measurements over the
seasonal cycle. Significance level indicated by * for p<0.05, **
for p<0.01, and *** for p<0.001.

DMS DMSPd DMSPt DMSOd DMSOt

DMSPd 0.54*

DMSPt 0.34 0.42

DMSOd 0.75** 0.47 0.27

DMSOt 0.41 0.31 0.66 0.78**

MLD 20.43* 20.65** 20.19 20.36 20.23

Chl a 0.07 20.05 20.11 0.15 20.05

Phaeo 0.27 0.67** 0.85*** 20.01 0.39

UV 0.23 20.03 0.25 0.35 0.05
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accumulate to values as high as 10 nM by mid February. The

difference between DMSPt and DMSPd suggests that phyto-

plankton contained substantial concentrations of particulate

DMSP. Although DMSPd concentrations were not significantly

correlated with DMSPt (r 5 0.42, p 5 0.15; Table 2), DMS con-

centrations did track DMSPd concentrations at Station B

(r 5 0.54, p<0.05; Table 2).

During the majority of our study period, DMSOt concen-

trations remained lower than DMSPt concentrations with

maximum values not exceeding �50 nM between November

and January. During the end of our sampling period, howev-

er, DMSOt concentrations reached values as high as 150 nM,

similar to the observed DMSPt concentrations (Fig. 3c). Dur-

ing the first half of our sampling season, DMSOd encom-

passed the bulk of the DMSOt pool, suggesting a low

concentration of DMSOp. In contrast, during latter half of

sampling season (February and March) the large increase in

the DMSOt pool was not accompanied by a commensurate

increase in the DMSOd pool, suggesting the accumulation of

a particulate DMSO pool towards the end of our sampling

period. Despite the decoupling between DMSOd and DMSOt

during the late season, these two pools were well correlated

in our full data set (r 5 0.78, p<0.01; Table 2). The DMSOd

pool size was also significantly correlated with DMS concen-

trations (r 5 0.75, p<0.01; Table 2).

Rate measurements and process studies

In isotope tracer experiments, we simultaneously mea-

sured rates of DMSPd cleavage, DMSOd reduction, and gross

DMS loss. Supporting Information Figure S1 shows an exam-

ple of the raw data obtained from a tracer experiment on 23

Dec 2012. Table 3 shows the derived rates (nM d21) of these

various processes across our full sampling season. DMSPd

cleavage rate constants averaged 2.7 6 0.50 d21 (range 0.31–

3.9 d21), DMSOd reduction rate constants averaged

1.6 6 0.57 d21 (range 0–5.1 d21) and gross DMS loss rate con-

stants averaged 3.8 6 1.7 d21 (range 0.41–12 d21). Table 3

also shows the rates of gross DMS loss calculated over the

sampling season derived from CI experiments (see Support-

ing Information Fig. S2 for an example of the data from CI

experiments). The CI experiments also yielded rapid and var-

iable rate constants of gross DMS production (mean 1.5 6 1.3

d21; range 0.10–2.8 d21), and net DMS change. Rate con-

stants of net DMS change (0.13 6 0.35 d21; range 20.27–0.86

d21) were 10-fold lower than rates of gross DMS production.

From the difference in measured gross DMS production and

Table 3. DMS production and removal terms (nM d21) calculated from in situ measurements and experimental rates (see Table 1
for equations). Standard error terms were calculated using standard error propagation of the standard error in specific rate constants
measurements and concentration measurements. Specific rate constants were calculated as the mean of rate constants derived from
each replicate or incubation bottle. Rate constants lower than our detection limit (<0.2 d21) are denoted by n.d. Short dashes indi-
cate a lack of data.

Dates

DMSP

cleavage

(nM d21)

DMSO

reduction

(nM d21)

Microzoop.

grazing

(nM d21)

Krill

grazing

(nM d21)

Gross DMS

loss (nM d21)

Sea-air flux

(nM d21)

06 Nov 1.6 6 0.83 1.6 6 1.1 - - 22.5 6 2.4 20.88 6 0.0

18 Nov 0.78 6 0.70 n.d. - - n.d. 21.4 6 0.74

27 Nov - - - - 20.72 6 1.2 20.33 6 0.12

07 Dec 0.44 6 0.33 n.d. 21.2 6 0.81 20.64 6 0.26

13 Dec n.d. 4.28 6 2.2 - 0.38 6 0.32 219 6 6.9 22.1 6 0.73

17 Dec - - - 0.10 6 0.04 20.52 6 0.8 22.9 6 1.0

19 Dec 8.6 6 8.0 n.d. - - 22.2 6 1.0 20.92 6 0.08

20 Dec - - 2.0 6 1.2 0.30 6 0.25 - 20.74 6 0.07

23 Dec 17 6 3.3 13 6 2.4 238 6 11 20.43 6 0.10

27 Dec - - - - 221 6 15 20.91 6 0.10

31 Dec - - 1.5 6 0.46 0.93 6 0.77 - 20.55 6 0.07

02 Jan - - - - 225 6 14 21.4 6 0.03

06 Jan - 8.1 6 4.6 1.0 6 0.85 - 24.8 6 1.9

14 Jan - - - 1.0 6 0.86 225 6 16 29.3 6 4.3

21 Jan - - - 0.13 6 0.11 - 24.2 6 1.1

26 Jan - - 5.7 6 3.5 0.96 6 0.81 - 26.00 6 2.78

09 Feb - - 11 6 4.6 0.94 6 0.79 - 24.65 6 1.23

15 Feb 16 6 12 n.d. - - 29.7 6 1.7 27.0 6 2.1

08 Mar n.d. n.d. - - 25.7 6 1.9 23.6 6 1.8
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net DMS production rates in GP experiments, we calculated

gross DMS loss rates (mean 5 1.7 6 0.53 d21; range 0.26–3.2

d21; Table 3. Parallel rate measurements on 17th Dec 2012

and 15th Feb 2013 using the GP technique and stable isotope

tracer technique yielded consistent results. On 17th Dec,

using the GP technique, we observed that DMS loss rates

that were not significantly different from zero (20.27 6 0.40

d21), while DMS loss rates were below the detection limit in

our tracer experiment (n.d.). Similarly on 15th Feb, using the

GP technique, we observed that DMS loss rates were

2.4 6 0.40 d21 and, while DMS loss rates were 1.2 6 1.0 d21

in our tracer experiment. Compared with the highly variable

rates of DMS production and consumption, we found that

gross DMSP production rate constants (derived from Glycine

Betaine DMSP GP experiments) remained fairly constant

over the season (2.4 6 0.23 h21; data not shown).

Grazing experiments

Typical results from one micro-grazing experiment on 07 Jan

2013 are presented in Supporting Information Fig. S3, while

Table 4 shows the results obtained from five independent micro-

grazing experiments, conducted between late December and

early February These repeated experiments showed Chl a mor-

tality rate constants ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 d21, with larger

grazer effects of grazing on DMSPp (range 0.25–1.7 d21 removal

rate constants). As the summer progressed and the

phytoplankton community composition shifted to a communi-

ty composition comprising mixed Phaeocystis and diatom

assemblages (Fig. 2), the grazer effects on DMSP and Chl a

removal decreased (Table 4). Indeed, the grazing effect on DMSP

removal exhibited a strong negative relationship with the abun-

dance of Phaeocystis (Fig. 4; r 5 20.94, p<0.05, n 5 5). For most

of the experiments (four out of five), we measured a ratio of

DMS production and DMSP removal less than 0.15 (Table 4). In

the final experiment, however, (09 Feb), this ratio was close to 1,

suggesting that almost all of the DMSP removed by grazing was

being converted to DMS (Table 4). We observed a positive corre-

lation between Phaeocystis abundance and DMS production

associated with DMSP removal (Type II regression r 5 0.92,

p<0.05, n 5 5).

Results from three 24-h krill grazing experiments demon-

strated that krill could significantly influence net DMSPp

removal and DMS production (Fig. 5). On average, the pres-

ence of krill resulted in a significant increase in net DMS

accumulation from 4.7 6 3.4 nM in control treatments to

12 6 2.2 nM and a significant decrease in net DMSPt accumu-

lation from 18 6 7.1 in control treatments to 29.1 6 9.8 nM.

As expected, net Chl a accumulation also decreased on aver-

age in the presence of krill (Fig. 5). In all three experiments,

we observed higher DMSPd cleavage rates (calculated from

changes in m/z 68 DMS) and lower gross DMS loss rates (cal-

culated from changes in m/z 65 DMS) between krill and

Fig. 4. Relationship between the abundance of Phaeocystis biomass and the DMSP loss rate observed in five micro-grazing experiments. The abun-
dance of Phaeocystis was calculated by scaling the ancillary marker pigment 19’hex (lg 19’hex L21) by 1.25, according to an algorithm developed for

the Southern Ocean by Everitt et al. (1990) and implemented more recently by Goldman (2015). The line represents the Type II linear regression line
(DMSPrem5 24.6 6 0.73 (Phaeo) 1 1.9 6 0.17; r2 5 0.89) calculated using the MATLAB script lsqfitma from Glover et al. (2011).
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control treatments. On average, the differences in DMSP

cleavage, 6.1 6 1.6 nM and 8.6 6 3.1 nM and DMS loss,

25.7 6 3.5 nM and 23.6 6 1.9 nM in control and krill treat-

ments, respectively, were sufficient to explain the observed

elevated net DMS production in the presence of krill (Fig. 5).

In addition, we also measured high DMS/P content in the

fecal matter and krill bodies from experimental treatments

in the second experiment (Supporting Information Table

S1). We note that the contribution of krill grazing to DMS/P

cycling in natural waters (Table 3) depends on krill abun-

dance in the water column, which varied significantly over

the course of our field study (Fig. 2c).

Seasonal trends in DMS production/consumption

Rate of DMS production derived from tracer and grazing

experiments, varied considerably over the seasonal cycle

(Table 3). We observed low initial rates of DMSPd cleavage

that increased rapidly following the spring bloom to reach

maximum rates>15 nM d21 by mid-December (Table 3).

Specific rate constants of DMSPd cleavage (d21) increased

rapidly during the post-bloom period (Fig. 6), and were nega-

tively correlated (Type II regression; r 5 20.89, p<0.05;

n 5 6) with net primary production as measured by Goldman

et al. (2015). Following the decline of the phytoplankton

bloom in December, DMS production rates from microzoo-

planton grazing (8.1 6 1.5 nM d21) became an important

DMS source for the remainder of the austral summer. During

most of sampling season, DMSPd cleavage and microzoo-

plankton grazing dominated total DMS production, with

smaller contributions from krill grazing and sporadic contri-

butions from DMSOd reduction (Table 3). Low in situ DMS

production due to krill grazing reflects the patchy distribu-

tions of krill in the water column (Fig. 2c; Table 3).

Gross DMS loss rates from tracer and CI experiments also

reached a maximum after the spring bloom in December

(38 6 11 nM d21; Table 3). Figure 6 shows the derived rate

constants for gross DMS loss, which peaked in mid-

December, during a post spring-bloom period of maximum

bacterial production. Across our full seasonal sampling, we

observed a correlation between specific rates of gross DMS

loss and bacterial production (Type II regression; r 5 0.72,

p<0.01; n 5 12). Rate constants for gross DMS loss were not

correlated with rate constants from DMSPd cleavage (Fig. 6).

Measured gross DMS loss rates were>10 times higher than

DMS removal calculated for sea-air flux in the spring and

early summer (Table 3), suggesting that biological and

photo-chemical DMS consumption dominated DMS removal.

By late summer, however, sea-air flux appeared comparable

to gross DMS loss rates (Table 3).

Seasonal DMS budget

In addition to examining seasonal changes in the various

DMS production and consumption terms, we also computed

overall means for rates of DMSPd cleavage, DMSOd reduction,

gross DMS loss, sea-air flux, mircro-zooplankton grazing, and

krill grazing (Fig. 7). This analysis showed that multiple sour-

ces of DMS were required to balance gross DMS loss from bac-

terial and photochemical processes, as well as sea-air flux in

the seasonal DMS budget. Average rates of DMS production

over the seasonal cycle ranked as follows: (1) microzooplank-

ton grazing, (2) DMSPd cleavage, (3) DMSOd reduction, and

(4) krill grazing. Over the seasonal cycle, the mean net balance

of our rate measurements was slightly positive but not signifi-

cantly different from zero (Fig. 7).

Discussion

The new observations presented here increase our under-

standing of seasonal variability of DMS, and the related com-

pounds DMSP and DMSO in coastal Antarctic waters.

Beyond contributing to a growing database of DMS concen-

tration measurements in the WAP region, our work adds a

new dimension, with the first data on DMSO concentrations

and turnover in this region, and the use of multiple experi-

mental approaches to quantify DMS production/consump-

tion terms.

Seasonal variability

The concentrations of DMS and DMSP we observed dur-

ing this study agree with previously published values at

Palmer Station (Fig. 1; Berresheim et al. 1998; Herrmann

et al. 2012), which exhibit similar mean values and ranges.

The few available data from Palmer Station suggest that

spring/summer DMS concentrations in this region average

�5 nM, ranging from<1 nM to �20 nM, with several peaks

over the seasonal cycle (Berresheim et al. 1998; Herrmann

et al. 2012). Limited overlap exists between this study and

previous studies, which did not explicitly measure rates of

DMS production from any source. Yet, we can compare DMS

loss rates between our study and that of Hermann et al.

(2012). Turnover rates derived from our stable isotope tracer

and gross DMS production experiments (3.3 6 0.95 d21) were

Table 4. Effects of microzooplankton grazing on Chl a and
DMSP loss rates and DMS production measured in 24 h dilution
experiments. Chl a and DMSP loss rates were calculated from
the slope of the natural logarithm of the ratio of final and initial
Chl a and DMSP vs. the fraction of filtered (i.e., grazer-free) sea-
water. DMS produced from grazed DMSP is calculated from the
net change in DMS concentrations over time normalized to
DMSP loss. Error bars represent standard errors of the means.

Date

Chl a mortality

Rate (d21)

DMSP mortality

Rate (d21)

mol DMS prod/

mol DMSP grazed

21 Dec 0.20 6 0.08 1.36 6 0.15 0.09 6 0.06

28 Dec 0.20 6 0.06 1.68 6 0.30 0.04 6 0.01

07 Jan 0.21 6 0.05 0.61 6 0.09 0.14 6 0.04

26 Jan 0.09 6 0.01 0.89 6 0.32 0.14 6 0.01

09 Feb 0.10 6 0.02 0.25 6 0.02 0.96 6 0.12
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significantly higher on average, and more variable than rate

constants measured in 2006 using the radio isotope method

(0.71 6 0.15 d21; Hermann et al. 2012). Notwithstanding

potential discrepancies between these methods, there are

several potential explanations for the relatively high rates we

observed.

Fig. 5. Derived mean values of net DMS production, gross DMS loss, DMSP cleavage, net DMSP production, and net chlorophyll production in three
krill grazing experiments in mid-February. Error bars represent one standard error from the mean. See methods for details on the derivation of the var-

ious rates.

Fig. 6. Comparison of specific rates of DMS cleavage, gross DMS loss and bacterial production over the seasonal cycle. Error bars represent the stan-

dard error of the means.
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Figure 8 highlights the differences in winter sea ice cover,

and in the timing of the phytoplankton blooms at Palmer

Station in 2012 and 2006, during our field season and that

of Hermann et al. (2012). These differences suggest consider-

able inter-seasonal variability (potentially reflecting longer-

term change in this rapidly warming region) between 2006

and 2012. In the period leading up to our study in 2012,

wintertime maximum sea ice cover in the vicinity of Palmer

Station was relatively low (� 80%) compared to 2006 (�
95%). There were also significant differences in phytoplank-

ton biomass dynamics during the two seasons. In 2012, a

massive diatom-dominated spring phytoplankton bloom

immediately following sea ice retreat in November with Chl

a as high as 26 mg m23 in surface waters. By comparison,

the 2006 spring/summer season was characterized by two

successive phytoplankton blooms each with Chl a concen-

trations of �20 mg m23.

In 2006 a phytoplankton bloom of mixed assemblage,

including phaeocystis, developed in late December, followed

by a diatom-dominated bloom in late January (Patricia Mar-

trai pers. comm.). The demise of this first phytoplankton

bloom did not coincide with a spike in bacterial production

or respiration (data not shown), and DMS concentrations

remained>8 nM for the first 10 d in January, following the

crash of the bloom (Patricia Martrai pers. comm.). Converse-

ly, the crash of the large diatom-dominated bloom in early

December 2012 likely released substantial DOC (and DMSP),

which fueled a rapid increase in bacterial production (Fig. 2).

Our data show that sharp increase in bacterial production

following the demise of the 2012 phytoplankton bloom was

associated with high and variable specific rate constants of

gross DMS loss, and a sharp decline in DMS concentrations

(Figs. 3, 6). An additional difference between the 2006 and

2012 seasons may have resulted from the lower relative win-

ter sea ice cover between these years. Difference in sea ice

dynamics has been shown to influence phytoplankton and

zooplankton dynamics (Ducklow et al. 2013), with potential

implications for DMS production.

To date, there have been no reports of extraordinarily high

(up to �100 nM) DMS levels in the WAP, in contrast to several

Antarctic polynya systems, where such extreme concentrations

have been repeatedly observed (e.g., DiTullio and Smith 1995;

Tortell et al. 2012). Below, we discuss a number of factors that

may lead to the relatively low DMS/P concentrations in WAP,

relative to other Antarctic waters. Although there are no com-

parable DMSO data available from previous studies at Palmer

Station, our results indicate that phytoplankton did not accu-

mulate large quantities of intracellular DMSO (DMSOp), rela-

tive to DMSP, and this compound was a relatively minor

contributor to the total reduced sulfur pool for much of the sea-

son. Either cells rapidly exuded DMSOp into the dissolved pool,

or did not produce DMSO directly. The correlation between

DMSOd and DMS concentrations supports the hypothesis that

DMS is the main precursor of DMSOd in surface waters due to

the photochemical and biological oxidation of DMS.

Correlations between concentrations of DMS/P and ancil-

lary variables (Table 2) suggest that phytoplankton species

composition and water column stratification exert strong

controls on DMS/P dynamics. We observed a strong correla-

tion between DMSPt and the abundance of Phaeocystis (Fig.

2), a well-known DMSP producer in Antarctic waters (Stefels

et al. 2007). It is thus possible that the lack of massive DMS

accumulation in the WAP results from the lower absolute

abundance of Phaeocystis, as compared to the Ross and

Amundsen Sea polynyas (e.g., DiTullio and Smith 1995;

Tortell et al. 2012). Based on previous studies (Arrigo et al.

1999), the relatively shallow mixed layer depths observed in

the WAP region may have favored diatom growth, thereby

limiting DMS accumulation in surface waters. From a physio-

logical perspective, however, shallow mixed layer depths

Fig. 7. Seasonal mean rates of DMS production and removal due to DMSPd cleavage, DMSOd reduction, micrograzing krill grazing gross DMS loss

(biological DMS consumption and photo-oxidation) and air-sea flux. Error bars represent the standard error of all individual rates measured over the
seasonal cycle. The net balance term represents the sum of all (mean) DMS production terms minus the sum of all measured (mean) DMS loss terms.
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may act to promote enhanced DMS production by existing

phytoplankton by stimulating oxidative stress (Sunda et al.

2002; Vallina and Simo 2007). Indeed, we observed a weak

negative correlation between DMS and mixed layer depth

during our sampling season. We thus suggest that phyto-

plankton taxonomic composition exerts a first-order control

on surface water DMS/P accumulation in the WAP, with

mixed layer depth and irradiance exerting a secondary physi-

ological control. A similar hypothesis has recently been pro-

posed in polar Arctic regions (Levasseur 2013).

Summary of rate measurements

To the best of our knowledge, our measurements of

DMSPd cleavage, DMSOd reduction, DMS production due to

krill grazing, and DMS production due to microzooplankton

grazing are the first of their kind for the WAP region. As dis-

cussed above, previous measurements of gross DMS loss rate

constants (0.71 6 0.15 d21) (Herrmann et al. 2012) fall with-

in the (relatively wide) range of our gross DMS loss measure-

ments (0.27–12 d21) over the seasonal cycle. Whereas the

majority of the season was characterized by relatively bal-

anced DMS sources and sinks terms (Table 3), DMS produc-

tion and consumption terms peaked in mid-December,

following a massive diatom bloom. Specific rate constants

for gross DMS loss peaked first, and were related to bacterial

activity, which was stimulated during the post-bloom period,

potentially by the increased availability of organic carbon

(Kiene et al. 2000; Galindo et al. 2015). Specific rate con-

stants for DMSPd cleavage, which peaked a few days later

than the maximum rate constants for gross DMS loss, may

be tied to a sharp decrease in primary productivity (Fig. 6)

and high DMSPd concentrations. Below, we examine con-

trols on the different DMS/P production and consumption

terms over the seasonal cycle.

Sources of DMS

We measured large DMS production terms from the algal/

bacterial DMSPd cleavage and DMSOd reduction. On average,

DMSPd cleavage was a major source of DMS production (Fig.

7; Table 3), indicating that DMSPd was the main precursor of

DMS over the seasonal cycle. Indeed, the correlation

between DMS and DMSPd, and the consistently high specific

rate constants of DMSPd cleavage, support the idea that

DMSPd cleavage was a dominant DMS production term. In

January and February, high DMSPd pools (>5 nM) also con-

tributed to DMSPd cleavage rates (>15 nM d21). Elevated

DMSPd was potentially attributable to increased phaeocystis

abundance (Table 2), and possibly grazing pressure, high UV,

and shallow mixed layers, which could accelerate the intra-

cellular release of DMSPp. The low relative contribution of

DMSOd reduction as a source of DMS contrasts recent obser-

vations showing significant rates of DMSOd reduction in sea-

Fig. 8. Comparison of mean sea ice cover (publicly available at http://oceaninformatics.ucsd.edu/datazoo/data/pallter/datasets) and the station B Chl

a concentrations in (a) 2006 when data were collected for the Hermann et al. (2012) study and in (b) 2012 when data were collected for this study.
Error bars for Chl a represent the stand error of measurements.
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ice brines (Asher et al. 2011). These high rates were the prod-

uct of large DMSOd pools, and rate constants of DMSOd

reduction that were comparable to rate constants for DMSPd

cleavage. Although a handful of studies have documented

DMSOd reduction by both phytoplankton and bacteria (e.g.,

Vila-Costa et al. 2006b; Spiese et al. 2009), we speculate that

environmental conditions (e.g., in sea ice brines) or the pres-

ence of particular taxonomic groups of bacteria and algae

may determine the importance of this poorly studied DMS

production pathway.

It has been suggested that DMS production may be

increased when algal cells have a physiological history of

nutrient stress, growth is limited, and cells accumulate inter-

nal pools of sulfur intended for protein synthesis (Stefels

et al. 2007). In support of this hypothesis, we observed the

highest rate constants of DMSPd cleavage during a period of

low net primary production (NPP), following a minimum in

nitrate concentrations. More generally, we observed an

inverse relationship between NPP and DMSPd cleavage (Type

II regression; r 5 20.89, p<0.05; n 5 6), suggesting enhanced

DMS production associated with lower rates of autotrophic

dissolved organic carbon production. Under these condi-

tions, cellular metabolic demands for reduced sulfur are

diminished, resulting in greater DMS production relative to

DMSP assimilation (Stefels et al. 2007).

Our results suggest that grazing is also an important

mechanism for DMS production in the WAP. To date, only a

handful of field studies have examined how grazing influen-

ces DMS cycling (Kwint et al. 1996; Wolfe et al. 1997, 1999,

2000; Sim�o et al. 2002; Archer et al. 2003; Salo et al. 2010).

These previous studies have shown that grazing can exert a

strong control on DMS production in several marine envi-

ronments, including the Southern Ocean (e.g., Kwint et al.

1996). When the patchy distribution of krill abundance

throughout the water column is accounted for, our calcula-

tions suggest that microzooplankton generally dominated

DMSP release and subsequent DMS production. In addition

to the type of grazer, the presence of certain phytoplankton

taxa may influence the rates of DMSP removal (release) and

subsequent DMS production. For example, we observed a

strong negative relationship between the abundance of

Phaeocystis (single cells) and the removal rate of DMSP (d21)

in micro-grazing experiments (Fig. 4). This result suggests a

potential aversion for DMSP-rich and DMSP-lyase containing

Phaeocystis, and selective feeding by microzooplankton. Con-

versely, the ratio of DMS produced from DMSPt increased as

a function of Phaeocystis abundance (r 5 0.97, p<0.05;

n 5 5). Phaeocystis cells contain compartmentalized cellular

DMSP and membrane-bound DMSP-lyase enzyme, which

cleaves DMSP to produce DMS (Stefels and Dijkhuizen 1996).

It has previously been assumed that grazing leads to DMS

production because sloppy feeding by zooplankton acceler-

ates DMSP cleavage by releasing DMSP from the particulate

pool into the dissolved pool in excess of the metabolic

requirements or capabilities of bacteria. In this scenario,

there is a potential for overlap between our separate meas-

urements of DMS production from micograzing and DMSPd

cleavage, which could lead to an overestimate in our mea-

surement of overall DMS production. We expect minimal

overlap between these measurements for two reasons. Large

measurements of DMS production due to grazing coincided

with a high abundance of phaeocystis, and thus likely

reflected direct DMS production due to the mixing of DMSP-

lyase enzyme with DMSP released from cells, not microbial

DMSPd cleavage (Table 4). In addition, tracer experiments

were screened for krill and were sampled in a manner not

specifically designed to preserve the delicate microzooplank-

ton assemblages.

Results from our grazing experiments suggest that high

densities of grazing krill can also lead to DMS production

(Dacey and Wakeham 1986) by releasing DMSPp into the dis-

solved pool, thereby stimulating DMSP cleavage and slowing

gross DMS loss (Fig. 5). Our results provide evidence that

excretion of DMSPd during krill grazing could also contribute

to DMSP release. Several studies have shown that zooplank-

ton fecal pellets (e.g., Kwint and Kramer 1996) and zoo-

plankton tissues (Levasseur et al. 1994) contain high

concentrations of DMSP, and that the ingestion of plankton

by higher trophic level organisms is a mechanism for direct

DMS production (e.g., Curson et al. 2009). Krill could excrete

DMS as well as DMSP after ingesting DMSP-rich phytoplank-

ton that also contain DMSP lyase. Our krill grazing experi-

ments were all conducted in mid-February when single-

celled Phaeocystis abundance was highest (Shellie Bench pers.

comm.; Fig. 2). Algal intracellular DMSP in the intestines of

zooplankton could mix with free DMSP-lyase enzyme to pro-

duce DMS in solution, independent of bacterial or algal

activity. This mechanism is consistent with the high DMS

and DMSP content of juvenile krill and their fecal material

(Supporting Information Table S1). We thus conclude that

grazing has the potential to accelerate DMS production

through direct and indirect pathways, although our experi-

mental protocol does not allow us to explicitly quantify the

direct DMS production due to zooplankton excretion.

DMS removal

As part of our field study, we calculated DMS removal due

to sea-air flux, and measured rates of gross DMS loss, includ-

ing biological DMS consumption and photo-oxidation. Com-

pared with gross DMS loss, sea-air flux represented a minor

(<10%) sink for DMS until late February, as previously dem-

onstrated by Hermann et al. (2012). Similarly, our results

and those of Hermann et al. (2012) indicate that photo-

oxidation typically represented a small fraction (<20%) of

gross DMS loss at Palmer Station, even in surface waters.

Indeed, using the DMS removal relationship between the

UV-A light dose and DMS removal due to photolysis

observed in Toole et al. (2004), we estimate maximum rates
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of surface water DMS photo-oxidation of 2.4 6 1.5 nM d21,

with a corresponding rate constant of 0.67 6 0.35 d21. For

this reason, our measured gross DMS loss rates (based on D3

tracer or CI experiments) should largely reflect biological

consumption.

It is currently believed that heterotrophs are solely

responsible for biological DMS consumption (Vila-Costa

et al. 2006b). In support of this, we found that bacterial pro-

duction was correlated with gross DMS loss (Fig. 6), sugges-

ting that DMS was used (along with DMSP) as a source of

bacterial sulfur and energy (Zubkov et al. 2002). Unfortu-

nately, we lack information on the taxonomic composition

of the bacterial assemblages and on the contribution of par-

ticular clades to the observed DMS metabolism. Based on

previous studies, however, we would expect that the pres-

ence of particular groups (e.g., Roseobacter, and Methylo-

phaga), would be particularly important in determining

biological DMS consumption rates (Zubkov et al. 2002; Vila-

Costa et al. 2006b).

Neither vertical diffusivity nor lateral advection measure-

ments were part of this study, however, examination of CTD

data in early December shows an upwards doming of isoha-

lines in mid-December, indicative of deep-water entrainment

or lateral advection (Tortell et al. 2014). Although we lack

depth-resolved data on DMS/P/O concentrations throughout

the seasonal cycle (we collected samples for only three depth

profiles), we presume that sub-surface concentrations would

be lower than surface values in early spring, such that dilu-

tion could help explain the rapid reduction in DMS concen-

trations following the DMS maximum in mid-December.

Conclusions and future outlook

This study provides new insight into rapid DMS/P/O

cycling in the WAP using a combination of high-resolution

DMS/P/O measurements, stable isotope tracer experiments,

and grazing assays. Results from this fieldwork show that (1)

DMSPt accumulation is tied to the abundance of Phaeocystis,

(2) DMSPd is the main precursor of DMS (3) grazing, particu-

larly by microzooplankton, is a significant source of DMS

production, (4) bacterial consumption likely controls DMS

removal, and (5) independent factors control DMSPd cleav-

age and DMS consumption rate constants.

The Palmer Station LTER site is an important resource for

studies of seasonal and inter-annual DMS/P/O variability in

the rapidly changing waters of the WAP (Stammerjohn et al.

2008). The Station is located at the northern-most tip of the

LTER sampling grid, where significant warming and altered

sea-ice dynamics have been observed over the past several

decades. Primary production and krill abundance in the

northern WAP have declined, and further stratification of

the water column has favored the accumulation of diatoms

and cryptophytes. New controlling factors in DMS cycling

may emerge as phytoplankton bloom dynamics respond to

shifts in the timing of sea-ice retreat and stratification

(Vernet et al. 2008; Ducklow et al. 2013). Based on the

dependence of DMS/P production and concentrations on

Phaeocystis and grazing, we expect that DMS concentrations

at Palmer Station (and in the northern half of the LTER grid)

could decline with a further shift towards diatom-

dominance. Palmer Station thus provides a unique opportu-

nity to study the effects of climate change on the DMS cycle

in polar marine waters.

Looking ahead, more data are needed on the temporal

variability in DMS/P/O concentrations and DMS production/

consumption terms throughout the seasonal cycle, and our

understanding would benefit from an inter-comparison of

stable isotope and radioisotope labeled tracer techniques. In

addition, more information is needed to constrain the

impact of physical processes on DMS/P/O concentrations

and turnover rates. In our study, we tracked the mixed layer

depth using measurements of temperature and salinity from

Stn. B, although we were unable to measure either dynamic

vertical mixing or lateral advection. However, previous stud-

ies have suggested that dilution can significantly influence

phytoplankton bloom dynamics (Tortell et al. 2014; Stukel

et al. 2015). Dilution due to vertical mixing or entrainment

in our study area may have been particularly important

between 01 Dec and 17 Dec (Tortell et al. 2014). Recent

upgrades to sampling capabilities at Palmer Station, includ-

ing the acquisition of a Lidar system to measure surface cur-

rent flows (O. Schofield pers. comm.), and the potential

future deployment of instrumented moorings will provide

better insight into the physical processes driving DMS/P/O

variability. We believe that continued deployment of auto-

mated analytical systems for DMS/P/O concentration meas-

urements, along with advanced process studies, will be an

important addition to on-going biogeochemical studies at

Palmer Station, and potentially other monitoring sites in

polar marine waters. We also note the importance of a

regional ocean model for the WAP region including a sulfur-

specific biogeochemical module.
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